In vitro transcription of the tryptophan operon in isolated bacterial nucleoids.
In vitro transcription of the trp operon in isolated nucleoids from Escherichia coli was studied. RNA synthesis in this system occurred primarily as a continuation of transcription which had been initiated in vivo; little or no initiation of new RNA chains was observed. Transcription of the trp operon in nucleoids by endogenous RNA polymerase procedded efficiently and ceases sequentially in the order of the gene sequence within the operon. Under these conditions, no appreciable exonuccleolytic digestion of nascent 3H-RNA was found, though some endonucleolytic cleavage was generally seen. Little or no incorporation of 14C-leucine into polypeptides was observed, inspite of tha fact that considerable number of ribosomes and nascent RNA chains were found attached to the isolated nucleoids. The synthesis of trp mRNA continued in the presence of chloramphenicol or fusidic acid, or under conditions where the rebosomal translocation factor G was inactivated. From these and other kinetic studies of trp mRNA synthesis in nucleoids obtained from nonsense strong polar mutants of the trp operon, it was shown that transcription in nucleoids was not connected functionally with transloational processes and thus unable to exhibit polarity effected by a nonsense mutation or by general translational blockage. In studies employing nucleoids from nonsense strong polar mutants of the trp operon, it was demonstrated that RNA polymerase are scantily distributed over the region downstream from the nonsense mutation site of the operon, thereby supporting a notion that in vivo transcription is eventually terminated near the nonsense mutation.